
VEHICLE WEAR & TEAR

Avis Fleet Solutions adopts a thorough and 
professional approach when it comes to assessing 
the condition of the vehicle when it comes off  
lease. We have minimum standards with respect  
to the condition of the returned vehicle that we 
expect to ensure it is in good condition when it 
comes to resale. This is a guide that shows you  
what to look out for to avoid any future 
refurbishment charges when the car is returned.  

A major unseen expense of running a fleet, often 
hidden from drivers, are ‘wear and tear’ charges. 
These charges relate to the costs of repairing 
excessive wear items such as scuff’s, dents, 
scratches and other damage. They are usually 
applied at the end of a car’s fleet life. If such 
damage isn’t fixed it can knock hundreds or even 
thousands of euros from a vehicle’s resale value.

Ultimately, the company will bear the costs  
of repairing these wear & tear items that fall  
outside of our minimum standard guidelines.  
These charges are applied, typically at the end  
of the lease, to ensure that we can cover the  
repair costs to bring the vehicle up to an  
acceptable standard before reselling the car. 
 

While a few chips and scratches are unavoidable 
throughout the life of the lease we ask that 
all drivers make themselves aware of what is 
acceptable and what is not. This is a guide to  
help you along the way but if there are any 
uncertainties please contact our Driver Support 
team and they can advise on whether the  
vehicle needs to be repaired or not. 

LEASING SOLUTIONS MADE SIMPLE 

A DRIVER’S GUIDE



DOOR MIRRORS  
Missing, cracked, badly scuffed or damaged  
door mirrors are not acceptable. If adjustable  
and/or heated, they must work correctly. 

MECHANICAL CONDITION  
Any sign of abuse or neglect, such as brake 
damage caused by metal to metal contact,  
worn out pads, engine damage due to ignoring 
coolant lights, clutch and gearbox noise and 
slippage and excessive damage to the  
underside will lead to a vehicle return charge. 

WINDSCREEN AND WINDOWS  
All glass should be kept clean for safety reasons  
and so that damage is easy to see. Damage in  
the driver’s direct line of sight or affecting heating  
elements should be repaired immediately.
Chips must be repaired

CHIPS 
Small areas of chipping, including door edge
chipping are acceptable, provided that the  
base coat has not been penetrated and there  
is no corrosion. Excessive chips should be  
repaired before the car is returned.

DENTS  
Minor dents are acceptable provided that  
the base coat has not been penetrated  
and there is no corrosion. More than  
one dent per panel is not acceptable.
Dents over 10mm are not acceptable.

ACCIDENT DAMAGE  
Accident damage should be repaired to  
a professional standard as soon as possible.
There should be no signs of rust or corrosion.
Obvious evidence of poor repair is not acceptable. 
Damage should be repaired as soon as possible.

LAMPS/LENSES 
Lamps and lenses should 
replaced if cracked or holed.   
Only minor damage to lens is 
acceptable. Holes (as shown)  
or cracks allowing water to  
get in are not.

TYRES  
All tyres, including the spare, must meet the 
minimum legal standard for tread depth and 
sidewall condition. They must be of the type, 
size and speed rating recommended by the ve-
hicle manufacturer. Replace tyres with damaged 
tread or sidewalls immediately.

WHEEL AND WHEEL TRIMS  
Minor scuffing to the outside edge of alloy
wheels and trims is acceptable but scoring and 
other damage to the wheel surface is not  
acceptable. Bad scuffs and dents to alloy 
wheels or wheel covers are not acceptable.

SCRATCHES  
Light scratches and abrasions up to 25mm
long are acceptable as long as they have  
not penetrated the base coat and there  
is no corrosion. Scratches longer than  
25mm, or through to the base coat,  
are not acceptable.

LUGGAGE AREA  
The spare wheel, jack and other tools,  
if originally supplied, must be intact,  
stowed properly and in good working order.

VEHICLE INTERIOR  
The interior upholstery and trim, including
boot linings, must be clean with no visible 
burns, tears or staining. All original in-car 
entertainment equipment must be intact and 
operate correctly. Optional extras fitted by 
the manufacturer or dealer should be returned 
with the car unless otherwise agreed with the 
leasing company. Any holes or other damage 
from fitting phones or other equipment must 
be repaired. Light staining to seats is acceptable 
but tears and burn marks are not.

The below graph outlines some common wear and tear 
problems that drivers often experience. Except for minor 
damage, it is always best to repair damage when it occurs.  

Please keep in mind your agreed term and mileage.   
A vehicle with a longer term and mileage will more  

than likely experience more wear and tear than a vehicle 
with a shorter life.

Please note: We adhere to the Fair Wear & Tear guidelines 
outlined by the Vehicle Leasing Association of Ireland. 



Please contact our Driver Support team on  
01-8660520 or visit our website avisfleetsolutions.ie  
for any queries in relation to the condition of your vehicle.  
 

Disclaimer:
This booklet is provided as a guide to assist drivers and fleet managers to 
establish acceptable and unacceptable “fair wear and tear” on a vehicle at  
the end of its contract. This guide does not cover every aspect of the vehicle 
and there may be additional items that are missing or damaged through  
driver negligence that may be charged as Avis Fleet Solutions discretion.  
The photographs in this guide are included as examples only and are not  
taken as definitive descriptions of each area.

GENERAL MAINTENANCE  
TIPS TO CONSIDER 

FAMILIARISE YOURSELF 
WITH YOUR VEHICLE
When you first receive your new  
vehicle take the time to read through  
the handbook and learn where all the 
controls are and how to operate the 
features. Also, make sure you know  
where the tools and jack are for that 
unexpected flat tyre moment!

SERVICING 
Regular maintenance and servicing  
should be carried out by an approved 
service agent according to the service 
intervals outlined in the manufacturer’s 
guidelines. Any defects or damage that 
occur during normal vehicle use should  
be rectified as soon as authority for the 
repair has been granted. 
 
 
 

APPEARANCE 
Regular cleaning of both the interior  
and exterior of the vehicle is required. 
The vehicle should be returned at lease  
end in a suitably clean condition  
to allow proper inspection of paint,  
body and interior.

VEHICLE KEYS 
Each driver will be given two keys 
when they collect their vehicle. It is 
important that both sets are returned 
when the vehicle is handed back to avoid 
any return charges. A new key typically 
costs €200 to replace. 

TOP CAUSES OF UNREASONABLE WEAR AND TEAR IN A VEHICLE ARE: 

•   Lack of regular checks by the vehicle user and/or fleet manager, leading to faults and  
    damage going undetected and unrepaired; 

•   Not adhering to the vehicle manufacturer’s recommended maintenance and servicing schedule;

•   Drivers not taking responsibility for the day to day care and maintenance of the vehicle;

•   Poor quality of body repairs, leading to general neglect.


